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Abstract
The development of appropriate water management strategies requires, in part, a methodology for quantifying and evaluating the impact of water policy decisions on regional stakeholders.
In this work, we describe the framework we are developing to enhance the body of resources
available to policy makers, farmers, and other community members in their efforts to understand, quantify, and assess the often competing objectives water consumers have with respect to
usage. The foundation for the framework is the construction of a simulation-based optimization
software tool using two existing software packages. In particular, we couple a robust optimization software suite (DAKOTA) with the USGS MF-OWHM water management simulation tool
to provide a flexible software environment that will enable the evaluation of one or multiple (possibly competing) user-defined (or stakeholder) objectives. We introduce the individual software
components and outline the communication strategy we defined for the coupled development.
We present numerical results for case studies related to crop portfolio management with several
defined objectives. The objectives are not optimally satisfied for any single user class, demonstrating the capability of the software tool to aid in the evaluation of a variety of competing
interests.
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Introduction

Groundwater resources in the U.S. are withdrawn and used for a variety of purposes. However,
based on data reported by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) [36], the majority of groundwater
withdrawals, especially in states with a heavy agriculture sector, are used for agricultural irrigation.
Recent studies of aquifer levels in these heavily agricultural states show a marked decrease primarily
due to over pumping [32, 54, 40, 53, 42, 38, 41, 51]. In several regions, the precipitous drop in levels
has been exacerbated by extended periods of arguably historic droughts [7, 37, 46]. Farming entities
in these regions have been particularly stressed as they are limited with regards to options they can
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pursue. Many farmers must now operate under restrictions on their water use, either voluntarily or
by law [39, 8]. The water restrictions imposed on California farmers have made national headlines;
the impact of these restrictions reverberates throughout the country as California is one of the
leading producers, both in terms of quantity and selection, of fresh fruits and vegetables in the U.S.
California also has some of the largest acreage dedicated to agricultural production in the U.S.,
and more than half of the vegetables are grown on irrigated land [55]. While recent economic data
suggest California farmers have had a record year in terms of profitability [19], the penalty has been
the increased use of water resources for the high-revenue, high-water consumption crops that have
fed this revenue stream [9].
Our objective in this work is to aid in the decision-making process of farmers and water management agencies via the coupling of mathematical modeling and simulation software with optimization
algorithms. Towards this end, we have been developing a flexible software framework to enable
farmers and water management agencies to better evaluate the effectiveness of water management
strategies relative to objectives connected with stakeholders in an agricultural region.
Gomaa, et.al., provide a brief survey of related work [18], where many of the referenced studies
occurred outside the U.S. and covered a range of objective considerations. A more extensive review
of works related to the development of models supporting crop management decisions is given in
the work by Dury, et.al. [11]. This review paper includes summaries of works where the crop
decisions are made based on overall acreage devoted to a single crop versus those works where the
crop decisions incorporate spatial considerations, including information on properties such as soil
nutrient levels.
More closely related work to this include those that consider evolutionary algorithms and multiobjective approaches to quantify relationships between often competing objectives. Evolutionary
algorithms were used to understand trade-offs between sustainability and crop planning in deVoil,
et.al., [10], where sustainability was used in both an economic and resource allocation context.
Multi-objective optimization of farming practices, including objectives based on crop rotation and
environmental farm planning, has also been the focus of several related works [2, 3, 20, 44, 45].
Our approach is the first to incorporate the USGS One-Water Hydrologic Flow Model (MFOWHM, [21]) as a simulation tool coupled to external optimization algorithms. MF-OWHM is
an agriculturally-focused water management software that supports the analysis of a wide-range of
conjunctive-use issues within a given region. Details on MF-OWHM can be found in Section 3. We
chose this software as our simulation workhorse for several reasons. First, the USGS MODFLOW
water simulation software is widely used and well respected. Water management was the primary
concern of our farming partners in California who were responsible for the genesis of our study.
Second, this software has been used extensively in a variety of contexts to study water resource
management in heavily farmed areas, where conjunctive use analysis is required to represent the
interests of all of the stakeholders in the region [14, 15, 29, 28, 27, 50, 26, 23]. Finally, MFOWHM supports a range of mechanisms for predicting water usage based on climate and plant
growth characteristics, all of which enables us to easily evaluate increasingly complicated objective
functions with physically realistic parameter spaces.
We utilize the suite of optimization tools available within the DAKOTA optimization package [1],
developed and maintained by researchers at the U.S. Department of Energy Sandia National Laboratory. DAKOTA was chosen because of its capabilities in handling simulation-based optimization
problems. Users only need to supply subroutines to evaluate the objective functions and constraints
without providing any gradient information. Moreover, DAKOTA has a variety of different optimization algorithms allowing for future studies to analyze algorithm performance and suitability for
these types of problems.
The objective functions used in this work use output from MF-OWHM. That is, each time
the objective function is evaluated for a set of possible crop distributions, new data files must
automatically be generated during the course of the optimization using the points the algorithm has
chosen. A major contribution of this work is a framework consisting of a set of wrappers, written in
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Python, that facilitate communication between the simulator and the optimizer. We demonstrate
the capability of the framework to choose appropriate crop distributions for planting over a two year
time horizon. This work is a significant improvement from previous efforts in that planting decisions
can be made dynamically once a crop is harvested within that two year period [17]. We explain the
decision making model, which is governed by the optimization algorithm, in detail below.
We proceed by describing the modeling approach to represent the stakeholders in the agricultural
setting, the software framework including the hydrological simulator and the optimization suite, and
then provide numerical results. We end with conclusions and describe some future work.

2

Virtual Farming Model

We use mathematical modeling approaches to represent various stakeholders in an agricultural context [34, 20, 33, 10, 17]. In this work, our modeling focus is on an individual “virtual” farmer who
needs to evaluate a potential crop portfolio based on his need to generate a profit as well as meet
a demand specified from industrial partners or membership in a farming cooperative. We emphasize, however, this is a particular choice made for this presentation and the framework can easily
be manipulated to consider decisions from other perspectives (e.g., industrial partners, residential
community members, water management agencies, or policy makers). The only requirement is the
ability to quantify and appropriately model the primary goal of the represented stakeholder. The
modeling effort requires identification of appropriate decision variables, objective functions, and constraints. One must also determine the number of crops for which decisions should be made along
with the times at which the crops are planted and harvested. Note planting decisions are seasonal,
depending on the calendar month and the growing cycle, making it necessary to find the minimum
number of decision variables required to simulate a multi-year planting horizon. From a farming
perspective, the purpose of the optimization problem may be to select crops based on trade-offs, e.g.,
between revenue generation and demand or between revenue generation and water usage. In this
case, the optimization tool must be able to make decisions in the same time frame as the farmer.
The objective functions aim to provide a farmer with a suite of feasible farm states that allow for
crop selection based on individual farming goals. To this end, let Ncrop be the number of different
crops under consideration. We consider changing the crop distribution after a harvest, which drives
the number of decision variables in the model in that each time a crop is harvested and land thus
becomes available for planting, a decision must be made as to what to do with that land.
The simulation tool used in this work evolves the farming environment over time using stress
periods. The key idea is that over a given stress period, model parameters are kept constant and
specified inflows and outflows of water and assigned land use, such as cropping, are also held constant
while the actual use and movement of water are changing over smaller time periods. We define the
variable xti ∈ [0, 1] to be the fraction of the farm devoted to crop i during stress period t. This
variable is used in our framework to create input files needed by MF-OWHM (specifically the CID
files).
We formulate constraints based on the amount of each crop planted at the beginning of each
stress period. Let pti ∈ [0, 1] be the fraction of each farm planted with crop i at the start of stress
period t. Let Li be the time between planting and harvesting for each crop. Thus, if crop i is planted
at the beginning of stress period t, it will be harvested at the beginning of stress period t + Li . We
assume that the crops can be planted and harvested instantaneously, so it is possible to both harvest
and plant a crop at the beginning of a stress period.
The planting variables pti are related to the fraction of each crop in the ground xti by
xti = xt−1
+ pti − pit−Li .
i

(1)

Assume that the simulation starts with t = 1 and that xti = 0 for t < 1 and pti = 0 for t < 1. Thus,
given pti for each stress period, xti can be calculated for each stress period. The advantage of framing
the problem in terms of pti instead of xti is in the constraint definitions.
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Note that each crop has a specified month it can be planted. Let Pi ⊆ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 12} be the
months that crop i can be planted. For example, if crop i can only be planted in May or June,
Pi = {5, 6}. These sets define constraints on the planting variables pti . In particular, we have
pti = 0

for t ∈
/ Pi .

(2)

The constraints in both (1) and (2) can be generated automatically for all i and t if Pi and Li are
known for each of the Nc crops. Thus, in the framework presented here, these variables are included
in the crop class.
Our objectives are defined in terms of farm revenue, an economic demand for specific crops, and
water usage. We calculate the revenue generated from a crop portfolio as the sales price times the
yield of each crop minus the cost of water required for irrigation. For simplicity we drop the super
scripts and use xi to denote the fraction of crop i planted at a given time period. The revenue
generated from that planting can be calculated using
Maximize Ri = [xi × Yi × Ci × A] − Cw × Wgw ,

(3)

where Yi is the total yield for crop i (Weight/m2 ), Ci is the sales price of crop i ($/Weight), A is
the acreage of the farm, Cw is the cost of groundwater pumping ($/m3 ), and Wgw is the volume
of water extracted from the aquifer (m3 ). Alternative revenue models could incorporate seed and
labor costs for the distribution of different crops, varying water prices [4], or linear components that
represent penalties or incentives that reflect policy or governance. We seek to maximize the total
revenue from all crops over the entire time horizon.
We seek to maximize revenue as we simultaneously minimize deviation from industry demand.
This can be a competing objective with the revenue objective in scenarios where high-demand crops
are water intensive. This objective can be modeled using the l2 norm of the deviation from a specified
demand
v
u Nc
uX
(4)
Minimize D = kYa − Yd k2 = t (Ya )i − (Yd )i ,
i=1

where (Ya )i is the actual yield (Weight) and (Yd )i is the demand yield (Weight) for crop i. For
any crop, the yield, Ya , is not calculated explicitly by the simulation tool for this work but can be
approximated based on the evapotranspiration data provided as output by from the MF-OWHM
hydrologic model. We use a model given by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO) [52]




Ya
ETa
1−
= Ky 1 −
,
(5)
Ym
ETm
where Ym is the maximum yield in unstressed conditions (Weight), ETa is the actual crop evapotranspiration (L/T ), Ky is the crop water production response coefficient, and ETm is the maximum
crop evapotranspiration in unstressed conditions (L/T ).
We can find the maximum crop evapotranspiration ETa given a known reference evapotranspiration (ET0 ) and crop coefficient (Kc ) using
ETm = ET0 × Kc .
In practice, given a reasonable estimate on the unstressed yield for a given crop and the actual crop
evapotranspiration, we can estimate the actual yield for a given crop in both stressed and unstressed
conditions, extending the robustness of our results to account for drought scenarios.
Since our decision variables are the fraction of each type of crop, we require
Nc
X
i=1

xi ≤ 1

at each planting decision. Note this also allows land to go fallow.
4

(6)
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Computational Framework

The main contribution of this study is the implementation of optimization algorithms in conjunction
with hydrological models and mathematical representations of stakeholders to guide decisions in
an agricultural setting. We proceed by describing the USGS MF-OWHM simulation code used
to represent the agricultural setting. We then describe the optimization software suite and the
framework developed to create the virtual farming model, which can account for dynamical planting
decisions. This is achieved by creating a suite of subroutines that assigns the appropriate input
(decision variables) and directs the output from the simulation tool to the objective functions during
the course of the optimization.

3.1

Hydrological and Farm Processing Simulation

The One-Water Hydrologic Flow Model (MF-OWHM, [21]) is a MODFLOW-based (MF-05, [31])
integrated hydrologic flow model that is the most complete version, to date, of the MODFLOW
family of hydrologic simulators needed for the analysis of a broad range of conjunctive-use issues.
MF-OWHM fully links the movement and use of groundwater, surface water, and imported water for
consumption by agriculture and natural vegetation on the landscape, and for potable and other uses
within a supply-and-demand framework. MF-OWHM is based on the Farm Process for MODFLOW2005 [48, 47] combined with local grid refinement, streamflow routing, surface-water routing process,
seawater intrusion, and riparian evapotranspiration.
MF-OWHM allows not only for head-dependent flows of a traditional groundwater model but
also flow-dependent and deformation-flows for a more complete coupling within the hydrosphere.
By retaining and tracking the water within the hydrosphere, MF-OWHM accounts for “all of the
water everywhere and all of the time.” This approach provides more complete water accounting and
provides a platform needed to address wider classes of problems such as evaluation of conjunctive-use
alternatives, including sustainability analysis, potential adaptation and mitigation strategies, and
development of best management practices [25]. MF-OWHM’s broader ability to simulate more of
the hydrosphere has served as a valuable tool for multiple research and applied modeling projects.
As a research tool the MF-OWHM source code has been modified to investigate mathematical
techniques, including subsidence feedback on conjunctive use [49], effects of climate change [16, 23],
crop optimization [17], and proper orthogonal decomposition model reduction [5, 6]. MF-OWHM
has been used to evaluate many applied projects within the U.S. Geological Survey and the private
sector [13, 14, 15, 28, 26, 24, 22, 30, 43].
The allocation of crops is input to the MF-OWHM simulation and evapotranspiration and water
usage values are extracted at the end of a simulation. Those values are then used to calculate revenue
and yield using Equations (3) and (4) above. The details of the crops and the physical description
of the farm for this work are described later.

3.2

Optimization

DAKOTA provides a suite of optimization strategies for a range of simulation-based scenarios and
is an ideal framework for this study since it is open-source and flexible [1]. Understanding the applicability of optimization algorithms, in particular evolutionary algorithms, to real-world problems
is an active area of research [35]. Since the objectives are competing, there is no single solution
that simultaneously optimizes each objective. A multi-objective approach instead provides a set
of points, giving stakeholders the ability to analyze trade-offs between points. In general, genetic
algorithms move through “generations” of evaluation points by assessing the fitness of members
of the generation and selecting members to continue to the next generation (through mutation or
cloning), parent offspring for the next generation, or die (i.e. removing those points from the population). In a multi-objective setting the population evolves towards a set in which the points are
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non-dominated, known as a Pareto set. A non-dominated point has the property that its fitness
cannot improve with respect to one objective without degrading the value of another. The basic
steps of the algorithm are to initialize a population, evaluate the objective function and constraints,
perform crossover and mutation, evaluate the new population members and assess the fitness of each
population. Population members are then replaced to continue to the next generation. Termination
of the optimization can be based on a maximum number of function evaluations (or iterations) or on
performance metrics. The performance metrics track changes in the population from generation to
generation. Finally, a post processing step reduces the final solution set so that a minimum distance
exists between any two design points.
We use the multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) developed by Eddy [12] as implemented
in DAKOTA. This method was shown to perform well on a simplified farming model [17].

3.3

Implementation

For this work, DAKOTA and MF-OWHM are linked via objective function evaluations facilitated
by a framework of Python wrappers. Figure 1 illustrates how the framework is set up. Initial set
up of the physical setting, generation of the data files for the simulator, and assignment of objective
function parameters are done with an IPython notebook. We list the specific model parameters
in Figure 1 in the upper left box. Then, the objective functions and constraints are defined via a
setup script and DAKOTA is used to solve the optimization problem with repeated calls to MFOWHM for each objective function evaluation. Each simulation requires a new crop distribution,
thereby requiring new data files which are created automatically by additional Python scripts. This
is demonstrated in the upper right box in Figure 1.
IPython Notebook:

Python Wrapper:

1. define crop parameters:
•
•
•
•

1. Input: crop percentages (decision variable
values)

KC coefficients
PSI coefficients
root zone depth
FTE values

2. Generate Crop ID (CID) matrices from
percentages
3. Write CID matrix for each stress period to
file (i.e. CID_XX.in)

2. define farm parameters (location
and on-farm efficiency)

4. Run OWHM simulation
5. Read and parse simulation output

3. define soil types and parameters

6. Calculate objective functions

4. define environmental factors
(precipitation and reference
evapotranspiration [ET] values)

7. Output: objective function values
Note: input comes from optimizer and output
goes to optimizer

Optimization setup script:
• Compute model constraints and
decision variables based on
planting schedule
• Define model objectives: max
profit, min water use, min demand
deviation
• Write input file for optimization
framework (DAKOTA)

Run optimization
algorithm

Analyze results

Figure 1: An interactive IPython notebook is used as a preprocessing step to generate data files
and define the optimization problem. Then a set of python wrappers executes the communication
between the simulation tool and the optimization algorithm.
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4

Description of Example Problem

We demonstrate our modeling approach by considering a farm implemented in MF-OWHM and the
virtual farmer as modeled by Equations (3) and (4) above. We consider three crops with competing properties and varying planting and growing schedules to demonstrate how the optimization
algorithm can guide the planting decisions made.

4.1

Agricultural Setting

The problem formulation used a dataset to represent a farm that was included as a test problem with
the MF-OWHM integrated hydrologic flow model. This farm model is intended to be as realistic
as possible [47]. The model includes a 10 km by 11.5 km region with multiple farms, urban zones,
riparian zones (interfaces between land and streams), and areas of natural vegetation. The water
management system includes multiple wells, stream inflows and outflows, and natural precipitation.
The topography slopes downward from west to east and converges from the north and south
toward a riparian region along the eastern edge. The underlying geology contains 7 layers: four
aquifer layers separated by three layers of confining material [47]. The aquifer nearest the surface
is unconfined with varying depth. The remaining (confined) layers are uniformly 60 m thick, with
each layer of confining material between 5 m and 15 m thick. The saturated hydraulic conductivity
(a measure of the ability of the aquifer to transmit fluid) varies from 10 m/d in the aquifer nearest
the surface to 0.15 m/d in the aquifer furthest from the surface.
The example region is divided by a stream flowing west to east. The stream flow into the domain
is prescribed at 50,000-100,000 m3 /day. No fluid flow is allowed into the region through the northern
and southern boundaries. The eastern and western boundaries have general head boundaries. These
specify a head-dependent flux designed to mimic known groundwater head at a specified distance.
The topography and boundary conditions dictate a west-to-east directional groundwater flow.
The model domain consists of a 20x23 grid, where each cell within the grid is associated with a
specific farm type. The production farm is modeled using a 10x10 block of cells in the upper left
corner of the domain. The riparian vegetation zone is comprised of a block of 25 cells lying along the
east boundary, and the remaining cells are associated with native vegetation landscape. A schematic
of the model domain is given in Figure 2, with the different regions represented by distinct colors.
The orange cells denote the production farm, the green cells denote the riparian region, and the dark
gray cells denote the native vegetation. The blue circles show the locations of the wells, while the
blue line represents a stream. The production farm is the focus of the simulation, but the properties
associated with the surrounding landscape also affect the dynamics of the simulation.
In practice, the physical composition of the subsurface impacts the optimization as soil properties
govern runoff and inefficiencies in the irrigation system. Our test problem consists of three different
soil types which are predefined in MF-OWHM. The soil types are silt, sandy loam, and silty clay.
Their distribution is shown in Figure 3.
Several adjustments were made to allow for a more definitive assessment of the performance of
the optimization algorithm and the coupling strategy. In particular, we reduced the number of farms
to three; an agricultural farm, a riparian zone, and an area of native vegetation. We consider five
crops: three are agricultural products of the farm (our decision variables), one is the vegetation in
the riparian zone, and the final is the native vegetation. In this model crops receive water through
irrigation or precipitation only, with a uniform distribution across all crops. Four extraction wells
are included in the model and all other water delivery options were not used. We incorporate
precipitation data taken from a weather station in Watsonville, CA from January 2013 – December
2014. The volumetric flow rates for the precipitation are shown in Figure 6 (the dashed line) which
varies significantly over the two years and includes two periods of little to no precipitation.
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Figure 2: Diagram of test problem farm configuration. The orange cells denote farm regions, dark
gray cells are native vegetation, and green cells are riparian vegetation. The blue line represents a
river, and blue circles denote wells

Figure 3: Distribution of soils throughout our model domain. Light blue cells are silt, green cells
are sandy loam and beige cells are silty clay.
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4.2

Crops

For this demonstration, we consider three crops over a two year time frame. We assume that the
water and sales prices do not vary significantly, but varying model parameters are a focus of future
work. Further, we chose the three crops with differing properties to demonstrate the trade-off
analysis for decision making. Crop 1 is considered to be a water intensive but high profit crop with
low demand. Crop 1 can be planted in April or May and is in the ground for 4 months. Crop 2
will use the least amount of water, have the medium demand, and is in the middle with regards to
profitability. Crop 2 can be planted in January or June stays in the ground for 2 months. Finally,
Crop 3 will be the highest demand crop, have medium water usage, but low profit compared to the
other two crops. Crop 3 can be planted only in June and is in the ground for 5 months. We show
the planting possibilities over the two year horizon in Figure 4. Here pti refers to the fraction of
farmland planted with crop i at stress period t.
Specific model parameters for the crops used in our simulation are provided in a database with
the MF-OWHM source code (they are based loosely on vegetable row crops, strawberries, and
artichokes). The model parameters describing the attributes are shown in Table 1.
Crop
Max Yield (Y : Metric Ton/acre)
Sales Price (Ci : $/Metric Ton)
Demand (Yd : Metric Tons)

1
8.0
150.47
3,300

2
24.5
10.16
19,700

3
8.8
5.58
53,750

Table 1: Model parameters for each crop. Note the relative values between crops for each parameter,
giving each an advantage with respect to a distinct objective.
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Numerical Results

Since MOGA is a heuristic algorithm with randomness in its search phase, it is ideal to run the
optimization multiple times. We performed 13 optimization trials using the default algorithm parameters including a mutation rate of 0.1 and a crossover rate of 0.8. The numerical experiments
were done on a machine running Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS with 16x AMD Opteron (TM) Processor
6212 and 32G of Memory. We used DAKOTA version 6.3 released November 15 2015, and OWHM
1.0 Version 1.0.11 released 02/18/2015 for all simulations. A single optimization experiment took
roughly two hours.
Figure 5 shows a typical trade-off curve generated by the optimizer. Each point on the curve
corresponds to a specified planting portfolio so that a farmer could select a distribution of crops
based on a personal preference in balancing the demand and profit objectives. In particular, notice
that the objectives are indeed competing in that deviating from the demand leads to an increase in
profit.
Recall with competing objectives there is no single solution that will optimize all the objective
functions. DAKOTA does identify a “best” point in the Pareto set defined in terms of distance from
the so-called utopia point. The utopia point is defined as the point of extreme best values for each
objective. The best point is then the point on the Pareto front closest to the utopia point. An
example from the DAKOTA manual [1] highlights this concept. The best point as well as the one
that gave a high profit for one of the optimization runs are given in Table 2.
The crop portfolios are the same in terms of the fraction of Crop 1 for the third and fourth
planting as well as the first planting of Crop 2. Note Crop 1 was a low demand crop. The portfolios
differ most in the amount of Crop 2 for its third planting. Crop 2 was a low water, medium demand,
and high profit crop. Crop 2 is planted in January and in year 2 at that time, there is a significant
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precipitation event (see Figure 6). They also differ significantly in Crop 3 (the high demand crop)
during its first planting. Since the best point planting portfolio is also trying to meet this demand
and since the only possible planting for January is Crop 2 (leading to a profit), these differences
make sense.

p41
p51
p16
1
p17
1
p12
p62
p13
2
p18
2
p63
p18
3
Profit ($)
Demand
Deviation
(Tons)
Water Use (m3 )

Example
Best Point

Example High
Profit Point

Std. Dev.
(Best Point)

0.41
0.43
0.00
0.14
0.37
0.06
0.74
0.14
0.09
0.69
7,337,207.88
55,439

Mean
(Best
Point)
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.33
0.10
0.56
0.17
0.36
0.34
786,983.68
2654

0.06
0.46
0.00
0.14
0.37
0.08
0.02
0.21
0.37
0.60
1,053,365.84
3,640

6,376,770.85

6,723,169.86

6,452,116.95

543,924.99

0.0617
0.1284
0.0929
0.0548
0.0900
0.1066
0.3360
0.1129
0.1478
0.2016
184,460.12
1922

Table 2: Fractions of Crops 1,2,3 and the resulting profit, deviation from demand, and water usage.
Here pti refers to the fraction of farmland planted with crop i during stress period t.

For any given crop portfolio, a post-processing simulation can be run to analyze water usage.
Figure 6 shows the volumetric flow rate for the precipitation events over the two year period and the
extraction wells for the farm. The figure highlights that during rainfall events, the wells shut down;
otherwise, they are operating at their maximum capacity. The crop fractions used to generate this
plot were from Column 2 in Table 2 (the high profit point).
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Conclusions

This work is motivated by a need to understand, in quantifiable way, how decisions made by stakeholders in an agricultural community impact water usage and revenue considerations for both individuals farmers and the entities purchasing their harvests. We have proposed a computational
framework which uses dynamic planting rules and a simulation-based optimization approach to create a virtual farmer. The framework uses Python wrappers to manage the communication between
the conjunctive-use hydrological simulator MF-OWHM and the DAKOTA optimization suite. We
considered two competing objectives, minimizing deviation from industry demand and maximizing profit, and applied the MOGA to search the design space and present feasible solutions. We
demonstrated the capabilities of this approach on a test problem with a realistic farming scenario
and three crops with competing properties. Sets of solutions in the form of trade-off curves provide
stakeholders with options when selecting a crop planning portfolio to balance their personal preferences. In particular, this work is an improvement over the initial use of MODFLOW-FMP2 proposed
in Fowler, et.al., [17] in that a crop distribution could only be determined once at the beginning
of a simulation. In that work, for example, the distribution of crops was defined at the beginning
of the two-year horizon and the same crops were always planted when land became available. The
10

approach described here is more realistic and allows the optimization algorithm to select new crops
to be planted once land opens up from a harvest.
More important, however, is the ability of the framework to facilitate a wide range of future
studies. More realistic objective functions that represent additional stakeholders, such as citizens or
policy makers can easily be implemented. For example, the crop that is in highest demand could
be weighted more heavily in that objective. Varying water prices and sales prices would also impact
the solutions. In addition, DAKOTA has a suite of optimization algorithms and sensitivity analysis
tools that can be applied to better understand the nature of the problems.
Finally, each component is open source, and the communication mechanism is defined in an
object-oriented context. These communication tools have allowed us to take advantage of the significant research contributions from the USGS and Sandia National Laboratories. The object-oriented
nature of the tools allows us to easily add more components to a crop class and incorporate new parameters into a given study. Future work includes development of graphical user-interfaces enabling
users to easily define distinct objectives or new crop information, and studies on larger regions with
several farmers and urban entities accessing the same water sources for their needs.
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Figure 4: Planting schedule for crops 1,2,3 over the 2 year period.
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Figure 6: Volumetric water usage from wells and rainfall events over the two year horizon
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